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PART ONE :         A/   Reading Comprehension           (07pts) 

Activity one: Read the text and answer with “True”, “False” or “ Not mentioned” : (03pts) 

1/ Life Guards are persons.   …………… 

2/ People like life Guards’ hats.     ……………. 

3/ Queen Elizabeth II is dead.   …………….. 

Activity two:  Read the text and answer the questions: (02pts) 

1/ Do life Guards attract tourists?  ……………………………………….. 

2/ Did the Queen change the Guards’ hats?  ……………………………………….. 

Activity three :  a)   Find in the text  words that are closest in meaning to : (2pts)  

•  named= ………….                 •  preserve = …………… 

b) Find in the text words that are opposites in meaning to: 

           • right ≠   ……….                        •   domestic  ≠ …………   

                      B /     Mastery of language:    (07pts) 

Activity one :  Write the correct form of the verbs between brackets : (03pts) 

Last week, I (to see)  ………. a documentary about animals in danger of extinction. Many species 

of animals and plants have (to disappear) ……………… so, we must (to protect) …………… 

nature for us and for our children. 

Activity two:  Reorder the following words to get questions:   (02pts) 

1/ have / to / what/ ? / you/ do/ decided  ……………………………………………………….  

2/ has/ how / she /? / singing/ long/ started    ………………………………………………….. 

Activity three:  Find in the text four words that have the following sounds:  (02pts) 

/i/ it /i:/ eat 

1-……………….. 1   …………… 

2-………………..   2   ………….. 

PART TWO:   Written expression                (6pts) 

You have seen a documentary about animals in danger of extinction. Write a short paragraph 

about it.  These cues may help you:    -  animals have been killed / forests have been destroyed / 

seas and ocean have been polluted/ must protect save animals/ must punish illegal hunters …ect 

 

 

Last night, I watched a documentary about life Guards in Britain on BBC1 

Channel. The life Guards are British soldiers who protect royal buildings such 

as Buckingham Palace, St James and the Castle of Windsor. They wear 

uniforms which consist of a scarlet tunic, black trousers, long socks and hats 

which are called “bearskins”. The hats weight 665grams. The Guards are one 

of the attractions for tourists in London. People who love wild animals hate 

the Guards’ hats because they are made of fur. So, many famous persons 

wrote to Queen Elizabeth II and told her that it was wrong and cruel to kill 

bears to make fur hats. But the queen didn’t want to change the Guards’ fur 

hats because they are part of the English tradition.   

 

 

 


